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Lindon, UT 84042
801-805-6657

www.aquatherm.com/prefab

Let our expertise and tooling boost  
profits and simplify your next project 

Design & Prefabrication
Services

Bogle Vineyards, Clarksburg, CA. Chiller lines serving  
fermentation vats.

Corpus Christi Athletic Club, Corpus Christi, TX.  
Condenser water line retrofit.

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority,  
Los Angeles, CA. 28-story chiller pipe retrofit.

TCF Bank Stadium, Minneapolis, MN. Radiant field heating.

Essentia Health-Fargo, Fargo, ND. Chilled water/cooling tower 
project, 24-in. and down fabrication.

Crescent Apartments, East Rockaway, NJ.
Hydraulic separator, boiler retrofit.
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The weight advantage is significant

Why is Aquatherm Ideal  
for Custom Prefabrication?

…And how can it help you?
While Aquatherm’s performance characteristics in PHVAC  
and industrial applications make it more similar to metal than 
plastic, it’s considerably lighter than metal and more durable 
and reliable than other thermoplastics. This results in an  
easier prefabrication process and simplified transportation to 
the jobsite. 

A proper heat fusion connection results in a joint as strong as 
the pipe itself. Additionally, PP-R is incredibly sturdy, yet slightly 
flexible. So after Aquatherm Prefabrication Services has  
meticulously created your custom spool, it will be carefully 
shipped to your jobsite anywhere in the U.S. or Canada, typically 
resulting in significant material and/or labor savings.

Savings Opportunities Abound
Building owners and contractors throughout North America have 
reaped substantial financial, labor, logistical, and operational  
benefits from using these services. Facilities large and small 
have embraced this service as an invaluable add-on to 
Aquatherm‘s numerous benefits.

To learn more about how Aquatherm Prefabrication Services 
can boost your bottom line and simplify your next project, 
please visit www.aquatherm.com/prefab or call  
801-805-6657 and ask for Prefab Services.

Let us do the heavy lifting –  
and prefabrication.
Time is money – and nowhere is that more evident than in today’s 
construction industry. Since plumbing and mechanical profit margins are 
tighter than ever, you need piping solutions that separate you from your 
competition. You need partners that can add value and help make your  
job easier.

Aquatherm polypropylene-random (PP-R) pipe systems deliver that  
game-changing product for commercial, institutional, industrial,  
government applications, and many more. 

And now, as the worldwide leader in PP-R piping, we are offering our 
expertise and world-class fusion welding equipment to deliver custom 
prefabrication services. Whether it’s a detailed spool, large diameter 
elbows, or complex manifolds, Aquatherm’s dedicated and experienced  
Prefabrication Services team is at your service.

See for yourself!
Our experienced staff serves as an essential extension of your team, 
easing your workload and helping you meet deadlines by:

• Helping you compare the cost of PP-R with other pipe systems
• Assessing take-offs
• Suggesting innovative PP-R specific solutions
• Delivering mechanical room and fabrication drawings
• Supplying selective take-off services
• Quoting and building specific detailed pieces  
 (e.g. custom-degreed fittings)
• And so much more!

Assembly

Loading and shipping

Contractor installs at jobsite
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Drawing


